Mrs. Madsen’s Resource Corner
Mrs. Madsen’s 2 Cents
Frequently asked questions!!
How can I help my child read better?
Helping your child learn to read is one of the top 10 important things you can do for your child as a parent. We have all
been taught sound it out!! But actually there are more strategies that help kids figure out unknown words more
effectively than just sounding it out. Also reading to and with your child and modeling reading behavior is huge in their
learning. If you would like your own copy of the strategies listed below please let me know.
Resources to Help

I comprehend when I….

Make Connections
Text to text
Text to self
Text to world
Visualize
see pictures like a movie in my head

Infer
make predictions
draw conclusions
Monitor & Fix
I know when I don’t understand
use fix up strategies
reread for Clarity

Ask Questions
“I wonder” before. During, & after reading

Determine Importance
Dig for details & important information
Synthesize
Put it all together
Retell the text
Use Background Knowledge
what do I already know about what I am reading

Mrs. Madsen’s Resource Corner
How can I help my child remember their addition, subtraction, multiplication and division facts?
Another super helpful thing to do as a parent is support your child in learning their basic math facts. This is so important
at an early age to have these facts learned to a 3 second recall, because if your child has mastered this when questions
become more complex they can simply worry about solving the problem and the steps it takes, NOT struggling to
remember of figure out what 8x7 is.
Again most of us were taught to simply try and memorize these, however sometimes in the memorization we really had
no idea what those numbers working together meant. So we have Strategies to help students learn these as well.
On a side note I have also been known to say that I never subtract and I never divide I just usually use the reverse
operation.
This helps kids as they almost always find addition and multiplication easier than subtraction and division.
Resources to Help

